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174a Sunday, February 8, 2015addition, anchoring proteins to lipid anchors slowed down protein translocation
through nanopores and enabled determination of parameters such as the shape,
volume, and dipole moment of individual non-spherical proteins. To slow down
the translocation time of lipid-anchored proteins further, we have recently
formed highly viscous coatings from archaea-inspired lipids. These synthetic
lipids are composed of two hydrophilic head groups connected by a long hydro-
phobic chain; each head group is also attached to an acyl chain that spans half
of the membrane thickness. As these lipids contain -in one molecule- the com-
ponents of a typical lipid bilayer, a single layer is sufficient to form a stable
membrane. Experimentation with many lipid coatings, including a variety of
archaea-inspired lipids, has revealed differences in translocation of protein,
bilayer stability and event frequency. Every bilayer composition tested has
been designed to optimize each of these characteristics.
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Magnetic nanoparticle hyperthermia offers new potential for treatment of
certain cancers through local heating or ablation of cancerous tissues. The pri-
mary goal in developing agents for hyperthermia is generally to maximize the
heating efficiency of an ensemble of magnetic nanoparticles. In this context,
heating efficiency is defined as the power absorbed per gram of magnetic ma-
terial (Specific Absorption Rate, SAR). In concentrated nanoparticle solutions,
inter-particle interactions begin to have a significant effect on heating effi-
ciency. However, this effect is not well-described in either experimental or
theoretical studies, and so it remains a significant barrier to progress in the field.
In particular, experimental studies often do not control for aggregation of the
nanoparticles, which can dramatically affect local concentrations.
We present here measurements of SAR vs. concentration for an aggregate-free
formulation of magnetite nanoparticles. Using a previously-reported magnetic-
nanoparticle/silicone composite material, we are able to produce homogeneous
suspensions of nanoparticles in concentrations ranging from 0 to 350 mg/mL.
This allows us to measure the effect of increasing nanoparticle concentration on
SAR independently of clustering behavior. Measurements of SAR taken in a
300 kHz field show a local maximum at concentrations on the order of
10 mg/mL. Below this concentration, increasing SAR indicates that inter-
particle interactions contribute to heating; above this concentration the reverse
is evident. This experimental data contributes to a fundamental understanding
of collective behavior in magnetic nanoparticle hyperthermia, which may
inform the development of new materials for this application in the future.
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In pursuit of manipulating and controlling DNA translocation speed in voltage
biased solid-state nanopores, we designed and constructed an apparatus that can
control a DNA molecule moving speed and measure the ionic current change
when the DNA is captured and released from the nanopore. The probe tip’s po-
sition is sensed and controlled by a tuning fork based force sensor and a nano-
positioning system. Using this apparatus, we demonstrate DNA translocation
rate of >100ms/base or <1nm/ms in silicon nitride nanopores. This rate is
1000 times slower than free DNA translocation through solid-state nanopores
reported previously, which could provide enough temporal resolution to read
each base on a tethered DNA molecule. We show results of this apparatus
for measuring controlled translocations of ds/ss hybrid DNAmolecules through
solid state nanopores. The ds/ss hybrid DNA is a 48.6 kb double-stranded l
DNA with 1kb single-stranded DNA ligated to one end, and biotinlated oligo
ligated to the other end for attaching the hybrid DNA to a probe tip. We further
compare the controlled translocation with free translocation of these hybrid
DNA molecules through solid state nanopores.
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Release of viral particles from a host cell is an important step in the viral life
cycle. This has been well studied in a variety of viral systems, but quantitative
data on the exact timing of viral release and potential cell-to-cell variations is
still needed. This data could shed light on the underlying mechanisms thataffect the timing and rate of viral production. In this poster, we explain the
experimental setup that will allow us to gather this data using viral like particles
produced in the HIV-1 test system.
HIV-1 is an important and extensively studied retrovirus. Transfecting cells
with only the structural protein Gag produces viral like particles (VLPs). The
budding and release of these VLPs is similar to viruses produced from cells
transfected with the full viral genome. There is a temporal distribution in the
release of viral like particles from transfected cells, but the exact distribution
and its cause are not fully known. We are developing an experimental setup
that combines microfluidics and fluorescence to determine these.
Here, we summarize previous microfluidic designs and elaborate on the design
fabrication and testing process specific to the adherent mammalian cells needed
to produce VLPs. These adherent cells are grown inside a PDMS/glass based
microfluidic device. They are transiently transfected with HIV-1 Gag-YFP.
A very slow flow of medium is established and a narrow channel section is
observed downstream from the cell colony. A CCD camera is used to detect
each VLP and a histogram of observed VLP vs. post transfection time is
made. We explain the testing of our detection system limits using fluorescent
beads as a model. Finally, we discuss the design and initial testing of microflui-
dic devices for single cell VLP production studies.
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Characterization of resistive pulses from the translocation of particles through
lipid-coated nanopores has previously been used to determine the size, charge,
and ligand affinity of proteins. Here, we coat the nanopores with a lipid bilayer
to prevent non-specific adsorption, concentrate a protein of interest on the
bilayer surface, and slow the translocation times of proteins through the pore
so that events may be effectively time-resolved and detected. This study
aims to characterize cholera toxin and the binding kinetics of the multivalent
interaction with GM1 gangliosides embedded in the lipid coating. Understand-
ing the parameters of the GM1 and cholera toxin interaction on a single mole-
cule basis may provide additional information about the pathophysiology of
vibrio cholerae, which is known to attack GM1 dense cells in the intestinal
epithelia. By monitoring the frequency of translocation events of the protein-
ligand complex as a function of time, it is possible to measure the binding ki-
netics of the interaction between cholera toxin and the GM1 lipid anchors. Thus
far, we have determined the shape, volume, and charge of the membrane-
associated protein in addition to the effective on-rate of binding under varying
concentrations of the GM1 ligand.
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Solid-state nanopores are attractive single-molecule biosensors but commonly
suffer from low fabrication yield, poor repeatability, and weak signal-to-noise
ratios as compared to biological protein-derived pores. Recent demonstrations
of nanopore fabrication by dielectric breakdown in high electric fields offer
a promising alternative to established methods which rely on electron
microscopes or ion beams. Breakdown-derived nanopores can be fabricated
on-demand in standard electrolytes, without need for vacuum systems or
harsh chemicals. However, the stochastic and nonlinear nature of electrical
breakdown introduces new challenges for achieving consistent sensor
quality. We will present progress towards more reliable in situ formation of
small-diameter solid-state nanopores, using self-limiting protocols that
improve yield and avoid the runaway growth of nanopores in high electric
fields.
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We introduce a method to fabricate solid-state nanopores at sub-20 nm diameter
in membranes with embedded metal electrodes across a 200 mm wafer with
CMOS compatible semiconductor processes. Multi-layer (metal-dielectric)
